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Foundation Students (Years 9 & 10)

Module/SPINs Selection Process Checklist

MODULES:
You will need to select three Module sets out of Set A, B, C, D, E, F and G. These sets will
contain coverage for MOST Learning Areas, with the missing areas being covered in your
SPINs.

SPINS:
You will select three choices per SPIN line (FS1, FS2, FS3). When making your SPIN selections,
check which learning areas are missing from the sets you choose, and make sure these
missing learning areas are covered in your SPIN selections. (You may be moved into a SPIN
that you did not select for learning area coverage if it is not included in your SPIN selections).

ALL students are required to cover the NZ Curriculum Learning Areas:
Arts, Technology, English, Science, Social Science, Maths, Health & PE Learning Areas and Te
Reo Māori. Other languages are optional.

You will need to:
❏ discuss your choices with your Coach;
❏ complete your hard copy selections

sheet;
❏ give your choices to your Coach.

Languages Coverage

All Year 9 students will be assigned to a ONE
TERM SPIN (in SPIN 1 or 2) of Te Reo Māori in
Community based groups.

Term 3: Onekiritea,
Term 4: Waiarohia.

Literacy & Numeracy (SYMTXT) and ESOL Support

If you are required to participate in an ESOL or SYMTXT SPIN (Literacy/Numeracy Support) this does not count as Maths or English coverage.
You must still cover Maths & English in addition to the appropriate ESOL & Literacy/Numeracy SPIN. In some cases literacy and numeracy
support will be a short term intervention. Your Hub Coach will know if you need to choose one or more of these.

Big Concepts

We have a termly Big Concept that links your learning across all Modules and SPINs. Every Module and SPIN unpacks this concept giving a
broad range of angles on the Big Concept and goes deeper within different Learning Areas.
Term 3 - Innovation , Term 4 - Transformation

Stationery & Costs

PLEASE NOTE: You need to ensure that you have all of the following general stationery items.

Writing Pens, Pencils - 2B, HB, Ruler 30cm, Protractor, Pencil Sharpener, Eraser, Set of Highlighters, Refill, Gluestick, Scientific Calculator.
This booklet lists the additional items required for each module and SPIN. You are expected to purchase any additional stationery or equipment
required once your timetable is confirmed.

In addition to this, some classes may incur a reasonable charge towards materials, take-home projects or field trips. Additional information will be
provided if relevant.

Foundation Timetable (Years 9 & 10)
Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday

8.55 Students

9.00 – 9.10
Student Check-In/Hub Student Check-In/Hub Staff Professional

Learning
8.30 - 9.30am

Student Check-In/Hub Student Check-In/Hub

9.10 – 10.30
Block 1 Extended Hub

Module 1

HUB60
9:30- 10:30

SPIN 2 SPIN 3

10.30 – 10.50 Interval

10.50 – 12.10
Block 2

Module 3 Module 1
PROJECTS

SPIN 1 Module 2

12.10 – 1.30
Block 3

Module 2 SPIN 2 SPIN 3 Module 3

1.30 – 2.10 Lunch

2.10 – 3.30
Block 4

Module 2 SPIN 1
Extended Hub

Module 1 Module 3



FOUNDATION MODULE Set A
Modules involve 2 teachers from di�erent LearningAreas working together.

Each Set of Modules includes an option from FM1, FM2,FM3. Within the Set you will have most of your Curriculum Coverage.

This set does not contain THE ARTS, you will need to select at least one Visual OR Performing Arts SPIN.

FM1: Candy Crush
Science (Alice) &
English (Celeste)

FM2: Game
Social Science (Ngahuia) &

Technology (Rachel K)

FM3: Get Amongst It
Health & PE ( Anna) &

Maths (Rachel L)

Title: Candy Crush KAMAR Code: CANDY

Teachers: Celeste & Alice English & Science

Description:

Sugar tax - should this exist? Food technology allows us to create products that are hardly recognisable as food, but they taste good. We are bombarded with messages about good foods and
bad foods, healthy and unhealthy, eat this before you’re allowed to eat that. In Science, we will explore innovations in food technology, nutrients and what our body needs and in what balance.
In English, we will make sense of different oral texts and get the opportunity to create our own.  Then you get to decide - sugar tax - a yes or a no?

Title: Game KAMAR Code: GAME

Teacher/s: Rachel K & Ngahuia Learning Area/s: Social Science & Technology

Description:

In this module we will explore past, present and future innovations in technology, and how innovations have shaped our interactions with, and understanding of the world today. We will design
and create a unique board or card game based on an important event in New Zealand’s history.

Title: Get Amongst It KAMAR Code: AMNGSTIT

Teachers: Anna & Rachel L Learning Areas: Health & PE & Maths

Description:

What are the enablers and barriers to your participation in physical activity? Why is this different for everyone? You will immerse yourself in a range of physical activities and unpack how they
affect you. Using this information, you will generate programmes for different types of people. We will aim to share these with the wider community and inspire them to be physically active in
innovative ways.

FOUNDATION MODULE Set B
Modules involve 2 teachers from di�erent LearningAreas working together.

Each Set of Modules includes an option from FM1, FM2,FM3. Within the Set you will have most of your Curriculum Coverage.
This set does not contain MATHS, you will need to select at least one Maths SPIN

FM1: Time Travelling Frankenstein
English (Eleanor) &
Visual Arts  (Mic)

FM2: Crime Time
Science (Logan) &

Social Science (Debs)

FM3: Coach
Technology (Tony) &
Health & PE (Sage)

Title: Time Travelling Frankenstein TTFN

Teacher/s: Mic & Eleanor Visual Arts & English

Description:

In the 200 years since the first publication of Mary Shelley’s novel, Frankenstein, science fiction stories have predicted or even inspired advancements in science and technology, as well as
sounding dire warnings about the pitfalls of runaway technologies developing beyond our control.

In this module we will look at two tropes of the science fiction genre - time travel and reanimation - and some of the different ways they have been used in stories to provoke thought, humour
and horror.  From “Back to the Future” to “Terminator”, from te pō (the underworld) to te ao ā mua (the world of the future), we will embark on a journey to discover hidden truths of the human
condition through the lenses of English and visual art.

Title: Crime Time CRMETIME

Teachers: Logan & Debs Science & Social Science

Description:

Why do some criminals manage to get away with their crimes and others get caught? What exactly goes through the mind of someone contemplating committing a crime? What can we do as a
society to help criminals rehabilitate themselves back into society? In this module we will uncover the psychology of criminal behaviour and the science of forensics, and how these have
changed over the last century. Students will learn about the environmental, economic and social sustainability aspects of the justice system, and consider how we can make it more sustainable
for society and the planet.

Title: Coach KAMAR Code: COACH

Teachers: Tony & Sage Learning Areas: Technology & Health & PE

Description:

Think you would make a good coach? Here’s your chance to find out. In this module you will learn what skills and attributes make a successful coach. You will have the opportunity to test
yourself by actually coaching a group of students. Going a step further, you will research an existing sport and innovate to create something uniquely fun.



FOUNDATION MODULE Set C
Modules involve 2 teachers from di�erent LearningAreas working together.

Each Set of Modules includes an option from FM1, FM2,FM3. Within the Set you will have most of your Curriculum Coverage.
This set does not contain TECHNOLOGY, you will need to select at least one Technology SPIN

FM1: Timata Anō /Restart
Social Science (Aidan)

Maths (Georgi)

FM2: Oddball
Health & PE (Tome)

English (Jess N)

FM3: Brainiac
Science (Ghada)

Drama (Jack)

Title: Tīmata anō | Restart KAMAR Code: RESTART

Teachers: Aidan & Georgi Learning Areas: Social Science & Maths

Description:

2020 made the entire world stop, reassess our behaviours and practices, and consider how we might restart better. In this module, we want to do just that, but with a twist. Society works hard to
sustain certain institutions - some whose purpose is for our own good: the old-age pension, taxes, home ownership, social security, and others whose purpose is to continue harmful ideas and
behaviours that seek to suppress groups of people: racism, sexism and ageism. Join us on a journey as we explore each of these institutions and how they came to be, how they work and why
we continue to sustain them. We will also be exploring how we could transform, or replace these institutions, to forge a better future.

Title: ODDBALL KAMAR Code: ODDBALL

Teachers: Tome & Jess N Learning Areas: Health & PE & English

Description:

Labels and stereotypes impact all of us; whether it is how we treat others or how others see us, putting people into boxes built from expectations is always damaging.
In this module we will be looking at how and why stereotypes exist - particularly regarding gender and sexuality - what we can do to combat these obstacles and how stereotypes impact our
mental and physical health. We will also experiment with ways we can make positive change to remove stereotypes through teamwork, communication, film, speaking and writing.

Title: BRAINIAC KAMAR Code: BRAINIAC

Teachers: Ghada & Jack Learning Areas: Science & Drama

Description:

In this module we will be looking at Science with a dramatic flare. This semester we will be drawing inspiration from many different scientific programs and you will have the opportunity to create
your own. We will also be looking at how theatre tech and science share similarities by using technology to create sound effects, lighting states and movement sequences. This course will be for
the curious at heart and those who seek knowledge through a creative lens.

FOUNDATION MODULE Set D
Modules involve 2 teachers from di�erent LearningAreas working together.

Each Set of Modules includes an option from FM1, FM2,FM3. Within the Set you will have most of your Curriculum Coverage.
This set does not contain SOCIAL SCIENCE & PE & HEALTHyou will need to select at

least one Social Science and one PE & Health SPIN

FM1: Torutoi
Visual Arts (Phoebe)

Music (Jeni)

FM2: Ataahua
English (Raegan)
Science (Ghada)

FM3: Be Blown Away
Food Technology (Marla)

Mathematics (Tanya)

Title: Torutoi (two arts) KAMAR Code: TORUTOI

Teachers: Phoebe & Jeni Learning Areas: Visual Arts & Music

Description:

“Color is the keyboard, the eyes are the harmonies, the soul is the piano with many strings. The artist is the hand that plays, touching one key or another, to cause vibrations in the soul” Wassily
Kandinsky. In this module you will explore both the visual and performing arts through a synesthetic lens. We will look at whakairo, sculpture, performance, crochet, colour theory, sensory
experiences, song writing and you’ll even have the opportunity to present your work in a group exhibition! If you’re into the arts, this one’s for you!

Title: Ataahua KAMAR Code: ATAAHUA

Teachers: Raegan & Ghada Learning Areas: English & Science

Description:

Can crystals really impact your mood? Does a Himalayan salt lamp actually cleanse the air and induce sleep? In this module we will be looking at cultural ideals of beauty, health and wellbeing
and test the pseudo-science behind many products promoted in the beauty, health and wellbeing industries. We will go on an historical exploration of the beauty industries in which we delve
into the practices, processes and products used to create the ‘ideal’ in various cultures.
You will be using Rongoā Rākau Māori to create your own beauty or wellbeing product to market a product to New Zealanders. You will be exploring the beliefs and benefits of the traditional
remedies and medicines in order to develop and transform your knowledge into a product and marketing campaign.

Title: Be Blown Away KAMAR Code: BLOWN

Teacher/s: Marla & Tanya Learning Area/s: Technology & Maths

Description:

Could you make a miniature food item served inside a helium balloon?  In Term 3, you will follow the design process and use your food technology and measurement skills to solve this problem.
In Term 4 we will look at processed and ultra processed foods, how they are made and their ingredients. You will use statistics skills to explore data around food and health.



FOUNDATION MODULE Set E
Modules involve 2 teachers from di�erent LearningAreas working together.

Each Set of Modules includes an option from FM1, FM2,FM3. Within the Set you will have most of your Curriculum Coverage.
This set does not contain TECHNOLOGY, you will need to select at least Technology SPIN

FM1: Body & Mind
Social Science (Nick) &  Health

PE ( Brydie)

FM2: The Haunting of Hill House
Maths (Jess S)
Science (Alice)

FM3: Age of Extinction
English (Glenn) &

Visual Arts (Nicole)

Title: Body & Mind KAMAR Code: BODYMIND

Teachers: Brydie & Nick Learning Areas: Health & PE & Social Science

Description:

Sport is a key part of sustaining society and the wellbeing of individuals. But what about those who find barriers to competing in sports, both for recreation and professionally? In this module you
will analyse the current situation around sports opportunities for disabled and/or transgender athletes and the impacts this has on them and society as a whole. You will then plan, carry out and
reflect on an action designed to combat this issue and encourage these athletes to get involved in sport.

Title: The Haunting of Hill House KAMAR Code: HLLHOUSE

Teacher/s: Alice & Jess S Learning Area/s: Science & Maths

Description:

Not all houses are haunted, but they can still be a nightmare. Your neighbour’s bad taste in music coming through your walls, condensation and black mould on your windows, huddling by the
heater in winter, but too hot to sleep in summer. We are in the midst of a housing crisis - there are not enough of them, they are expensive, and many are not fit for purpose. We will draw
inspiration from housing developments in New Zealand and overseas, and use statistical evidence and our own experiences to inform and reimagine what great housing for all could look like.
This will involve exploring shapes and their features and using resources efficiently to design an innovative house that meets this country's current and future needs.  You will design and
construct your house on a platform of your choice. We are building faster than ever and this is our chance to consider homes that we want to live in, that are healthy, fit our families, and that can
stand the test of time and climate.

Title: Age of Extinction KAMAR Code: STINKSHIN

Teachers: Glenn & Nicole Learning Areas: English & Visual Arts

Description:

[Trigger warning! this module will be grim, we hope] In this module, we will be assuming that some sort of critical civilization-ending ecological catastrophe has finally taken place--a pandemic, an
earthquake, an asteroid, an invasion by hostile invasions. In Aotearoa, the bedraggled survivors struggle to reconnect and rebuild. Who will rise to inspire and unify the people with their words?
What images and art will capture our imaginations? How will we innovate and transform our world? Recommended viewing for your inspiration: The 100, Mad Max: The Road Warrior, The
Shannara Chronicles.

FOUNDATION MODULE Set F
Modules involve 2 teachers from di�erent LearningAreas working together.

Each Set of Modules includes an option from FM1, FM2,FM3. Within the Set you will have most of your Curriculum Coverage.
This set does not contain MATHS and ENGLISH you will need to select at least one Maths and one EnglishSPIN

FM1: Pai Rawa / Perfect
Science (Andrea)

Health & PE  (Elizabeth)

FM2: The Sustainable Plate
Social Science (Maddy)

Technology (Marla)

FM3: Fusion
Te Ao Māori (Whaea Leoni)

Dance (Megan)

Title: Pai Rawa KAMAR Code: PERFECT

Teachers: Andrea & Elizabeth Learning Areas: Science & Health & PE

Description:

How does the “perfect” body function? Why is our society not full of people with “perfect” bodies and health? This module will explore how different health issues can prevent us from obtaining
this level of perfection, and also how health issues can be caused by problems with diet and physical fitness. We will explore how these different health issues have been treated over time, how
they impact on different groups of people, and what treatment innovations have historically been used. We will unpack diet and physical activity in terms of nutrition and the physiology of
muscles and bones, and how our bodies use energy. You will generate multiple solutions to address these health issues, considering differences in culture, lifestyle, budget, preference for types
of diet and physical activity. In term 4, you will put these solutions into action, testing the impact of your plans on how they might change or transform someone’s approach to their health. You
will use scientific concepts and processes to explain aspects of your plan in action.

Title: The Sustainable Plate KAMAR Code: SPLATE

Teachers: Maddy & Marla Learning Areas: Social Science & Technology

Description:

What do you get if you mix crickets with cocoa powder? Protein brownies of course! In this module, you will explore the different ways of producing food that is both good for your body and
good for our environment by developing your own culinary innovations. You will also explore how traditional foods have transformed into fusion cuisine by exploring modern Māori cuisine, Asian
fusion and much more. Be prepared to challenge your palate.

Title: Fusion KAMAR Code: FUSION

Teachers: Whaea Leoni & Megan Learning Areas: Te Ao Māori & Dance

Description:

Every culture has their own way of expressing their stories through dance or rhythmical movement, like kapa haka (Māori), the siva (Samoan), the highland fling (Scottish), and the Maypole dance
(English), just to name a few. Imagine what these ‘dances’ could look like if they were innovated or transformed. You will be given an opportunity to tell your story through a cultural dance fusion.
We will explore traditional ‘dances’ and how we might weave and fuse them into a more contemporary context.



FOUNDATION MODULE Set G
Modules involve 2 teachers from di�erent LearningAreas working together.

Each Set of Modules includes an option from FM1, FM2,FM3. Within the Set you will have most of your Curriculum Coverage.

This set does not contain SCIENCE, you will need to select at least one Science SPIN

FM1: Lights, Camera, Data!
Technology (Adam)
Maths (Sandesh)

FM2: Master of Puppets
Visual Arts (Nicole)

Health & PE ( Brydie)

FM3: Kōrero Mai
Social Science (Kathryn)

English (Toni)

Title: Lights, Camera, Data! MINREPRT

Teacher/s: Sandesh & Adam Maths & Digital Technology

Description:

Measurement and Data is something that makes the world go round, it is not simply something that relates to numbers and calculations. Without the ability to measure or interpret data, we could
not bake, eat, drink, build, stitch, or function as a society. As such, these numbers should not be simply stuck within pages of a workbook.
In this Module you will be looking at how we measure and create numbers and data, and the ways in which we can demonstrate how this information looks, how it relates to us, and how it
makes every tiny thing in the world run without us even having to think about it. We will make sense of how Digital Technology and Maths are interconnected and how it can be applied to our
daily lives.

Title: Master of Puppets KAMAR Code: MASTER

Teachers: Nicole & Brydie Learning Areas: Visual Arts & Health & PE

Description:

In this module we will be exploring the unlikely combination of Health & PE and Visual Art, buckle up it’s going to be a wild ride. We will be trialling and trying a range of sports, and documenting
this through photography - but make sure you get that shot because you will be using your photographs to teach others how to play! The willingness to give new things a go is essential in this
module, and being open to getting your hands dirty. Once we have an understanding of how the body works, you will truly become the master of puppets with a HUGE art project, not for the
fainthearted.

Title: Kōrero Mai KAMAR Code: KŌRERO

Teacher/s: Toni & Kathryn Learning Area/s: English & Social Science

Description:

Innovation is an incredibly important part of human existence. For example… if man had never discovered fire, we’d still all be eating raw meat and dying from hypothermia. Passing on the
knowledge about innovation is imperative to sustain our existence. The knowledge of fire may have died with the first people to create it - there’s no guarantee that someone else would have
figured it out. In this module we will explore how innovations have enabled social sustainability, and how knowledge has been passed down through New Zealand and Canadian oral histories.
We will examine an historical event to find out how that event caused a transformation for people, and how that transformation is seen in literature as well as in the people’s everyday lives.

FOUNDATION

SEMESTER 2 SPINs

TERM 3 & 4 SPIN DESCRIPTIONs
SPIN’s involve one  teacher, one Learning Area

You will need to select SPIN’s based on the Modulesyou have selected to ensure Curriculum Coverage

Languages Coverage

All Year 9 students will be assigned to a ONE TERM SPIN (in SPIN 1 or 2) of Te Reo Māori in Community based groups.
In Term 3: Onekiritea and in Term 4: Waiarohia



TERM 3 SPINS All Learning Areas have been colour coded for easy reference. Select SPINs that are not covered in Module Sets.

Social Science Science English Mathematics Health & PE TheArts Technology Languages SYMTXT

T3, F SPIN 1 T3, F SPIN 2 T3, F SPIN 3

Disaster [DISASTER]
Social Science, Debs
Description: How do we innovate to sustain
human communities in the face of extreme
environments and natural and man-made
disasters? In this SPIN we will learn about how
humans sustain life in even the most challenging
environments and circumstances, and we will
undergo a social action to either assist in or raise
awareness about sustainability in the face of
disaster.

Eco Death [ECODEATH]
Social Science, Debs
Description: Which is more eco-friendly - being
buried or cremated? Do you want to minimize
your carbon footprint on the planet, even after
you die? In this SPIN students will learn about
the social, economic and environmental
sustainability of various social practices around
death. We will explore different options in death
and other options used around the world, and
throughout history. This class is not for the faint
hearted or squeamish!

Innovate [INNOV8]
Social Science, Aidan
Description: We are each the product of
thousands of years of culture and tangongitanga
(innovation). Cultures have their own rich
traditions and ways of transmitting knowledge to
future generations, from whaikōrero (traditional
speech making) and kōrero purakau (traditional
storytelling) to music and food. In this SPIN, we
will be harnessing cutting edge innovation, such
as augmented reality and artificial intelligence, to
sustain and share mōhio, or knowledge, of our
individual cultures and transmit them to others.

Populate [POPULATE]
Social Science, Kathryn
Description:In this SPIN we will explore past,
present and future innovations in science and
technology needed to support 7.9 billion humans
on Earth. We will make sense of the major trends
and consequences of global population growth,
such as poverty, gender equality, and more.

Kia Tū [KIA TŪ]
Social Science, Ngahuia
Description: In this SPIN you will explore
examples of protest in New Zealand’s history and
ways in which these were innovative. We will
examine protest as an action that contributes to
social sustainability and plan our own social
action.

Raruraru [ISSUES]
Science, Andrea
Description: Compulsory vaccination? Sugar tax?
Carbon tax? Genetically modified food? Our
society has many controversial problems - some
have clear scientific solutions, and some are
more complex. You will explore socio-scientific
issues that are of interest to you, investigate
perspectives people hold on these, and
innovations that could address these issues. You
will engage with an issue by generating an action
based around this.

Robots in Society [ROBOTS]
Science, Cairan
Description: In this SPIN you will learn how to
make simple robots and prosthetics, and how we
can use robots to benefit society.

There's no place like home [HOME]
Social Science, Kathryn
Description: In this SPIN, we will explore how
human migration impacts innovation, culture and
growth. We will make sense of the reasons
people leave their homes for life in another
country and we will take action to stand up for
their human rights.

Sound of Science [SOUNDOFS]
Science, Science and Garfunkel (aka. Danielle Myburgh)

Description: In this SPIN you will explore the
science of sound. Whether you like rap, hip hop,
new wave, soul, pop, punk or R&B, the music you
listen to and the way you listen to it is full of
scientific innovations. We will explore the science
behind the many musical innovations of different
genres, times and cultures of your choice. We
will learn how different instruments work and
have a go at making our own.

World in View [INVIEW]
Science, Brendan
Description: In this SPIN you will learn about the
human senses and issues that affect them. You
will carry out an inquiry into connecting
individuals with a specific sensory issue to the
world around them.

Whakarongo [LISTEN]
English, Ros
Description: In this SPIN you will discover how
knowledge is passed down orally through
generations and how language changes over
time. We’ll take a whirlwind tour of the history of
English, Te Reo Māori, and sign language - in
Aotearoa and globally. We will learn through
interviewing a range of experts and we will share
our learning by creating episodes for a class
podcast. We will all be speaking - and listening!

Freedom Speeches [FREEDOM]
English, Toni
Description: In this SPIN you will “have a dream”
- Martin Luther King Jr, “never surrender” -
Winston Churchill, and “Take care of our
children” - Dame Whinia Cooper. You will listen
to influential speeches of freedom and work out
why some speeches are more inspiring than
others. And yes. You will be speaking in this class!

Use Your Voice [VOICE]
English, Amanda A
Description: In this SPIN you will explore the
innovative ways stories and histories are told
without the written word. You will investigate
oral texts including podcasts, waiata and
speeches, sharing stories with only your voice.

The Power of Persuasion [SWAYZHIN]
English, Glenn
Description: In this SPIN we will consider how
and why speakers try to influence others, and
how they (and we) can implement knowledge of
ourselves, our audience, and our topic to
convince others of our point of view. You will
learn the expectations of a formal and respectful
oral presentation and compose a compelling and
organised argument supported by evidence.

Form-Breaking Fiction [BREAKLIT]
English, Eleanor
Description:
In this SPIN you will research and then produce
your own ‘form-breaking’ works of fiction. We
will expose ourselves to writers and directors
who take the established norms and throw them
out the window. Let us read some awesome
fiction, watch some strange films and ultimately
produce some weird audio visual stuff ourselves.

Creating a Home Decoration [HOMEDECO]
Maths, Sandesh
Description: In this SPIN you will explore various
ways to create and design home decor using
measurement and geometry.

Nets Up [NETSUP]
Health & PE, Elizabeth
Description: In this SPIN the Principles of
biomechanics will be our focus. You will
participate in net sports (volleyball, pickleball,
badminton and tennis) to help you analyse how
the body functions in order to support us during
play. This will involve photo and video analysis
and viewing our body in a mechanical way.

Creating our Favourite Characters [CHARCTRS]
Maths, Dhiren
Description: In this spin, we will be making sense
of measurement and geometry. You will use
materials to model and create your favourite
cartoon/gaming/movie characters. We will work
out areas, perimeters and volumes as well as the
conversion of units using these 3D models. We
will create these models using innovative and
sustainable materials.



Measure It [MEASURIT]
Maths, Stuart
Description: Measurement tools and skills
enable us to quantify the world around us and to
solve practical problems.  In this spin you will
have the opportunity to use measurement skills
to solve a complex problem of your choice.

Kai Hauora Hakinakina [KAIPAI]
Health & PE, Kogi
Description: In this SPIN you will explore the
effects of physical activity in making positive
changes. We will look at how SPEECH factors
influence participation and how sports nutrition
helps to make positive changes to performance.

LANDSCAPE [LNDSCAPE]
Maths, Rachel L
Description: In this SPIN you will use
measurement strategies to create and design an
innovative landscape design.

Functional [FUNCUP]
Health & PE, Elizabeth
Description: Functional anatomy will be the
focus in this spin. We will examine how the body
functions, looking at how different joints in the
body and muscle pairs work together to allow us
to perform during play. We will examine specific
body movement through net sports (volleyball,
badminton, pickleball and tennis).

Cut Copy Paste [CTRL+XCV]
Visual Arts, Mic
Description: We’re going to play with paper.
Using methods of reproducing, reconfiguring and
recycling we’ll explore bookbinding, collage,
printmaking and digital techniques. We’ll explore
some of the ways art has developed alongside
our ability to transmit information through space
and time using the written word.  Technology
brings us newer, faster ways to duplicate,
manipulate and disseminate information. We’ll
use some of this to play with ideas about
language, image and meaning.

BORN 2 MOVE [BORN2MVE]
Health & PE, Anna
Description: In this spin you will explore
traditional Maori movement and methods of
training. You will then play a variety of different
invasion games and investigate how knowledge
of movement could positively impact
performance. Invasion games are where you
have to invade the opponent's territory in order
to score; capture the flag, Kī o Rahi and netball
are some examples of invasion games.

POI TOI [POITOI]
Visual Arts, Phoebe
Description: In this SPIN you will create a large
scale, collaborative, installation artwork in
response to the Matariki constellations. We will
explore textiles, embroidery, poi, concept design
and contemporary Māori art.

SMOKE AND MIRRORS [MAGICART]
Visual Arts, Amanda K
Description: In this SPIN you will delve into all
things magical in the Art world - unveiling the
“smoke and mirrors”. We will explore selected
Artists’ work and how they have used innovative
conventions in their making. We will create our
own Art and photographic images based on our
findings  - all without a camera! Magic!?

TRAINING MADE EASY [TME]
Health & PE, Sage
Description: In this SPIN you will explore what
influences Physical Activity (P.A) to make a
positive change. In particular we will be looking
at potential barriers to PA and strategies to
overcome these!

Music Technology [MUSETECH]
Performing Arts (Music), Jeni
Description: In this SPIN you will learn how
music has been shaped by innovations in
technology. You will explore digital music by
using Bandlab, Garageband and Ableton Live.

Homes and Daily Routines [TATAMI]
Japanese (full year), Heidi
Description: In this SPIN you will explore the
differences between Japanese homes and our
homes and learn to express your daily routines.
This course is for students who took Japanese in
term 1 and 2

Kowhaiwhai [KOWHWHAI]
Visual Arts, Di
Description: We will explore how pattern has
been used innovatively in Te Ao Māori through
kowhaiwhai, and in other cultures, to symbolise
and tell stories. We will explore meanings,
cultural motifs, patterns and printmaking. We
will look at how artmaking both keeps us
grounded through constant change and
innovation, and embraces change.

Fashion with a Conscience [FASCON01]
Technology, Rachel Kirkland
Description: In this SPIN you will investigate and
source innovative, sustainable fabrics before
designing and making a pair of pyjama shorts or
pants. Choose this Spin in tandem with
FASCON02 for term 4.

He Kākano Ahau [KĀKANO3D]
Te Reo Māori Taster, Whaea Leoni
Description: In this SPIN you will explore
innovative ways of sharing information about
yourself, your whānau and identity.

Musical [MUSICAL]
Performing Arts (Drama), Jack
Description: In this SPIN you will be researching
the innovative theatre form known as music
theatre. This course will involve multiple
different aspects of theatre, there will be
something for everyone.

He Kākano Ahau [KĀKANO3C]
Te Reo Māori Taster, Whaea Leoni
Description: In this SPIN you will explore
innovative ways of sharing information about
yourself, your whānau and identity.

Symtxt [TXT9213]
Yr 9 Lit, Rachel L & Stuart
Description: In this SPIN you will be part of a
small class working on upskilling your literacy
skills.

Com-pu-pu-pu-pu-puter, puter games
[COMPGAME]
Technology, Adam
Description: In this SPIN you will have a 101
introduction to simple game design, history of
gaming and basic programming to create a
running computer game.

Symtxt [SYM9213]
Yr 9 Num, Rachel L
Description: In this SPIN you will be part of a
small class working on upskilling your numeracy
skills.

EL Totara [ELTOTAR3]
ESOL, Beth and Maryann
Description: This class is for English language
learners. Please see Maryann for class
placements.

Mihimihi [MIHIMIHI]
Te Reo Māori Full Year, Whaea Leoni
Description: In this SPIN you will unpack and
explore the ‘ingredients’ of mihimihi and
generate some innovative ways of learning,
teaching/sharing our new knowledge.

EL Manuka [ELMANUK3]
ESOL, Beth and Maryann
Description: This class is for English language
learners. Please see Maryann for class
placements.

Symtxt [SNL10213]
Yr 10 Lit & Num, Marion & Georgi, Kathryn
Description: In this SPIN you will be part of a
small class working on upskilling your literacy
and numeracy skills.

EL Kowhai [ELKOWHA3]
ESOL, Beth and Maryann
Description: This class is for English language
learners. Please see Maryann for class
placements.



TERM 4 SPINS All Learning Areas have been colour coded for easy reference. Select SPINs that are not covered in Module Sets.

Social Science Science English Mathematics Health & PE TheArts Technology Languages SYMTXT

T4, F SPIN 1 T4, F SPIN 2 T4, F SPIN 3

Inventions [INVNTION]
Social Science, Teacher X
Description: What have been the greatest
inventions in human history? In this SPIN
students will learn about groundbreaking
technological and conceptual inventions that
have changed our world for the better. You will
have the opportunity to choose one invention to
research in-depth and explore how it has
transformed our lives and the world. There will
also be the opportunity to consider inventions
we may innovate to overcome challenges we
may face in the future.

Domesticate [DOMESTIC]
Social Science, Teacher X
Description: How do humans domesticate
animals and plants? How do we decide which
species to domesticate for specific purposes?
How has the agricultural revolution transformed
human lives, the species themselves, and our
planet? In this SPIN students will learn about the
history of farming and pet keeping, consider how
these actions have impacted our lives so far, and
predict what the future of domestication will be
like.

Te take me te putanga [PUTANGA]
Social Science, Aidan
Description: Te hītori mō Aotearoa (New Zealand
history) is full of important events which have led
to ngā putanga (consequences) for its people.
Join us on a special journey back through time as
we investigate important events such as the Not
One More Acre land hikoi of the 1970s, Bastion
Point, the Dawn Raids, Homosexual Law Reforms
and more, as well as the impact these
momentous events had on he tangata (the
people) of Aotearoa New Zealand.

The Science of Happiness [HAPPY]
Social Science, Kathryn
Description: In this SPIN we will make sense of
the causes and consequences of human
happiness. Using these ideas, we can make small
changes to our behaviour, relationships and
environment to find our happy places.

Dawn Raids [DAWNRAID]
Social Science, Ngahuia
Description: In this SPIN you will explore how
events in New Zealand’s history have
transformed our society. The recent apology
from the government for the Dawn Raids will be
our focus of study. You will learn about the
events that led to the Dawn Raids and the impact
of them on people in New Zealand. You will also
develop your skills in annotating evidence as part
of this class.

Mind’s Eye [MINDSEYE]
Science, Andrea
Description: We will focus on multiple aspects of
light, including properties of light, how the idea
of light has been viewed differently over time
and in different cultures. We will investigate the
various ways that light is transformed as it
interacts with our eyes and brain, and how it has
influenced our understanding and perception of
the world and universe. You will create an
‘artifact’ involving light, and use your scientific
understanding to explain aspects of this.

LARPing with Energy [ENERLARP]
Science, Cairan
Description: In this SPIN you will learn about
energy by making and using siege weapons
against buttresses and fortifications of our own
creation.

Too Much Stuff [STUFF]
Social Science, Kathryn
Description: Did you know that if everyone lived
like western consumers, we would need 5
planets to support us? In this SPIN, we will
explore STUFF.  Why do we have so much stuff
and how much stuff do we really need?

Stan Lee and Hobsonville Avengers [STANLEE]
Science, Danielle
Description: In this SPIN you will contribute to a
class graphic novel to explain some of the many
great science wonders in the world around us.  If
you are into drawing, sketching, art, comics,
graphic novels, manga and getting creative, then
join us while we explore the world of science
cartoons and graphic novels as inspiration for
creating our own. Bring your sharpened pencils
and your imagination.

Science Book Smart [SCISMART]
Science, Brendan
Description: In this SPIN you will increase your
knowledge of Science ideas and concepts
through self-exploration. Using these ideas, you
will put together fun, informative and interactive
sessions for primary school students.

Kaituhituhi [KAITUHI]
English, Ros
Description: In this SPIN you will be inspired by
the poetry, songs, and short stories of indigenous
writers from Aotearoa, the Pacific, and North
America. You will make sense of the ideas shared
and explore the language used. You will generate
your own creative texts and contribute your best
piece to a class anthology/exhibition.

Fables [FABLES]
English, Toni
Description: In this spin you will get to explore
original stories that have been transformed
through the ages. Stories from cultures such as
the Celts, Anglo-Saxons, and Ancient Greeks have
inspired our modern stories… and they will
inspire your own writing too.

Shape Shifting [SHAPSHFT]
English, Amanda A
Description: In this spin you will explore the
common concept of metamorphosis and shape
shifting in stories, poetry and mythology,
including Māori mythology, Disney stories,
modern short texts and Ancient Greek myths.
You will learn about the purposes of this concept
before attempting your own shape shifting
narrative.

Chop ’N Change [CHCHANGE]
English, Glenn
Description: Understand this sentence (its
meaning) you can, though rearranged its words
are. In this SPIN we will explore the versatility of
the English language by transforming various
pieces of writing from one form to another, or
one tone to another. We won’t be creating new
text of our own, but we will be creating new
texts by altering the works of others.

Words of Change: [CHNGELIT]
English, Eleanor
Description:
Adolescence is usually associated with the
teenage years, but its physical, psychological or
cultural expressions may begin earlier and end
later. You will be expected to write and revise
narratives based on your adolescent experience.
What defines this moment in time and how is it
shaping you as a young person? What will you
choose to leave behind and what will you hold
tight to?

Statistics Doctor [STATSDOC]
Maths, Sandesh
Description: In this SPIN you will use statistics to
see what are some of the health issues faced by
the people of Aotearoa. We will explore ways
that we can resolve these issues. Our findings
will be backed up by numbers, graphs and
presented as an investigative statistical report.

Bootcamp [BTCAMP]
Health & PE, Elizabeth
Description: In this SPIN you will participate in a
6 week fitness bootcamp. You will use goal
setting to help you make improvements. You will
have an input in the exercises we do so we can
look at how to increase participation so that
others too can transform themselves through
fitness exercises.

Census at School [CENSUS]
Maths, Dhiren
Description: In this spin we will look at data from
our schools from 2005 until now. We will look at
trends and variables of concern using the
statistical inquiry cycle, also known as the PPDAC
cycle, and create an exhibit of our choice to
display our topic of inquiry.



Experiment [XPERIMNT]
Maths, Stuart
Description: What kinds of things have
transformative effects? You will carry out
experiments in a range of different contexts and
use your statistics skills to make sense of the
outcomes.

Hauora for Me (IHUPUKU)
Health & PE, Kogi
Description: In this SPIN you will work on
implementing a performance improvement
programme to ensure your hauora needs are
met. We will look at how equipment and gear
have transformed to improve performance in
sport.

Initiative [INITIATIV]
Maths, Rachel L
Description: In this SPIN you will learn to
interpret data and how this informs decisions
made about our communities. You will use data
that you have collected to create an initiative
that will improve our community.

Goals [GOALS]
Health & PE, Elizabeth
Description: In this SPIN goal setting will be the
focus. You will set a goal for the term as well as
daily goals to improve either your performance
or participation in various games. The purpose of
these goals is to transform levels of skills and
effort put into high school PE.

Lyfeforms [LYFEFRMS]
Visual Arts, Mic
Description: In this SPIN we will transform a
variety of inanimate materials into living, moving
creations.  We will explore several different ways
of creating puppets and animations, before
moving onto a creation of your own devising.
Using techniques from sculpture, film and
photography we will create and animate new
forms of life. We will look at a range of artists
who practice in these related fields and how they
do what they do.

Taha Tinana [TINANA]
Health & PE, Anna
Description: You will focus on your Taha Tinana
(physical wellbeing) and evaluate what is
currently influencing it, both positively and
negatively. You will then explore and participate
in new games, activities & ways to move your
body, to create a positive change.

Animate [ANIMATE]
Visual Arts, Phoebe
Description: You will explore ‘Wallace & Gromit’
style, clay based, stop motion film making! You
will learn about character development, set
design, sculpture, storytelling, sound and
photography. Creating a visual artwork that
presents the transformation of a character
through your own 'claymation-stop
motion-animation’.

More Than Meets The Eye [MRE2THEI]
Visual Arts, Amanda K
Description: You will take a closer look at
Artworks in public spaces. We will investigate
their ability to transform and be transformed by
the site in which they stand or are constructed.
We will consider our own site specific artwork by
developing our ideas and research about a
selected area into a contextual design.

Beast Mode [BEAST]
Health & PE, Sage
Description: You will explore different methods
of training and apply Principles of Training to
make a positive change for yourself and your
hauora.

Music Revolution [MUSEREV]
Performing Arts (Music), Jeni
Description: In this SPIN we will transform
ourselves into performers and creators of music.
No matter what your previous experience is, you
will be able to begin learning, or extend your
skills on the guitar, keyboard, ukulele, or voice,
and gain some experience using music
technology.

School Life [GAKKOU]
Japanese (full year), Heidi
Description: In this SPIN you will learn about life
at school in Japan and how this compares to NZ.
We will also learn about food and visit a
Japanese restaurant. This course is a
continuation of the term 1-3 Japanese class.

Synaesthesia [SYNTHSIA]
Visual Arts, Di
Description: Do you hear colour or see colour
and shape in sound? This is synaesthesia, the
idea that things can be transformed from one
sense to another.  We will explore this idea of
transformation from music to art, between
senses, scale or media, and different techniques
to create your own 2D & 3D artworks.

Fashion with a Conscience [FASCON02]
Technology, Rachel Kirkland
Description: In this SPIN you will investigate and
source innovative, sustainable fabrics before
designing and making a pair of pyjama shorts or
pants. Choose this Spin in tandem with
FASCON01 for term 3.

He Kākano Ahau [KĀKANO4D]
Te Reo Māori Taster, Whaea Leoni
Description: In this SPIN you will explore
innovative ways of sharing information about
yourself, your whānau and identity.

Special Effects [FXMAKEUP]
Performing Arts (Drama), Jack
Description: In this SPIN you will be looking into
the theatre technologies of costume and make
up. You will have the opportunity to research and
design your very own custom character look. This
class will be suited to those who have an artistic
side and a keen eye for detail.

He Kākano Ahau [KĀKANO4C]
Te Reo Māori Taster, Whaea Leoni
Description: In this SPIN you will explore
innovative ways of sharing information about
yourself, your whānau and identity.

Symtxt [TXT9214]
Yr 9 Lit, Rachel L & Stuart
Description: In this SPIN you will be part of a
small class working on upskilling your literacy
skills.

Tried turning it off and on again? [OFFANDON]
Digital Technology, Adam
Description: In this SPIN you will dig into the
nitty gritty of the theory behind how computers
work, and the pieces that make them up.

Symtxt [SYM9214]
Yr 9 Num, Rachel L
Description: In this SPIN you will be part of a
small class working on upskilling your numeracy
skills.

EL Totara [ELTOTAR4]
ESOL, Beth and Maryann
Description: This class is for English language
learners. Please see Maryann for class
placements.

Waiata Tautoko [WAIATA]
Te Reo Māori Taster, Whaea Leoni
Description: In this SPIN you will explore and
generate language and tikanga through the
theme of waiata.

EL Manuka [ELMANUK4]
ESOL, Beth and Maryann
Description: This class is for English language
learners. Please see Maryann for class
placements.

Symtxt [SNL10214]
Yr 10 Lit & Num, Marion & Georgi, Kathryn
Description: In this SPIN you will be part of a
small class working on upskilling your literacy
and numeracy skills.

EL Kowhai [ELKOWHA4]
ESOL, Beth and Maryann
Description: This class is for English language
learners. Please see Maryann for class
placements.


